Phishing Simulator
Minimize the threats from phishing attacks by identifying the most vulnerable users

PhishRod Simulator helps an organization to gauge the readiness of end users against phishing attacks.

PhishRod Simulator provides a complete phishing readiness workflow with built-in customizable templates, detailed analytics on phishing readiness, and ability to import users.

**Features**

- Built-In Phishing Template Library
- Click Only, Attachment Based, Data Entry Templates
- Ability to Import Users
- Scheduled Phishing Simulation Campaigns
- Multilingual Support for Email Templates
- Active Directory Integration
- Supports On Premise / SaaS Model
- Instant Awareness to Vulnerable Users
- Phishing Readiness Dashboard
  - Most Vulnerable Employees
  - Department Wise Distribution
  - Campaign Wise Distribution
  - Phishing Index
  - Location Wise Distribution
  - Quarterly Phishing Index
- Powerful Correlation Between Phishing Index & Awareness Index

**Integrated Platform**

PhishRod is an integrated & analytics driven platform to fortify the first line of defence. PhishRod suite comes with Phishing Simulator, Awareness Manager, Threat Advisory Manager & Policy Compliance Manager with a single dashboard to address the end user’s behavior.

**Phish – X**

PhishRod research & development team “Phish-X” looks out for real world phishing threats, creates a simulation for it and updates our list of templates.

**Powerful Analytics**

PhishRod Simulator provides in-depth analytics on phishing readiness across the enterprise. It helps organizations to determine their baseline Phishing Index and provides powerful security awareness content to improve phishing index over time.